
Grade K                   

Reading Standards                                                                                             Date Completed 

Foundational Skills 

Name the capital letters in alphabetical and random order M  

Name the lower case letters in alphabetical and random order M  

Apply basic phonetic analysis (initial and final constants, CVC word patterns) I/D  

Apply basic phonetic analysis (initial diagraphs, two-letter blends) I  

Know the constant sounds M  

Know the short vowel sounds M  

Know the long vowel sounds I  

Divide words into syllables D  

Name a word that rhymes with a clue word M  

Name words that start with a specific sound M  

Identify and use grade appropriate synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms I  

Know to read from left to right, top to bottom, and from front to back M  

Identify compound words I  

 

Fluency and Comprehension Skills 

Use picture clues to read and understand words D  

Read and use grade appropriate sight words  M  

Perform sequencing task- 3-4 steps M  

Listen to text and answer questions for important details D  

Identify main topic and retell key details with prompting and support D  

Identify setting, plot, characters, and main event of a story I  

Read grade appropriate materials with fluency and accuracy M  

Compare/contrast characters’ life style to Catholic Values I  

 

I=Introduce D=Develop M=Mastery m=maintain 



Text Features 

Recognizes fiction from nonfiction I  

Identify the role of authors and illustrators M  
 

Grade K                   

Writing Standards                                                                                                       Date Completed 

Conventions of Writing 

Write from left to right and from top to bottom D  

Print upper and lowercase letters M  

Forms letters neatly and correctly D  

Apply grade appropriate mechanics to a sentence to communicate clearly in writing I  

 

Process of Writing 

Express a complete thought in sentence form I  

Demonstrates correct sequence in writing I  

Draw a picture that shows the sequence of a story  D  

Use appropriate graphic organizers to assist in the writing process (webs, Venn Diagrams, set 

charts, story map) 

I  

 

Forms of Writing 

Draws, dictates, and writes to state an opinion I/D  

Draws, dictates, and writes to compose an informative text I/D  

Draws, dictates, and writes to narrate a single event I/D  

Participates in shared research/explore: books, author studies, themes I/D  
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